
The Face of Rivers 

In NZ  rivers are intrinsic to who we are  

as people and to our landscape. 

Rivers are the arteries of our planet       

and our country. 

Celebrating and protecting them go     

hand-in-hand. 

 

Rivers represent CONSTANCY. They       

connect us to our past and to  a              

future  yet unlived. 

 

Rivers remind us of SLOW TIME.                

In an era of speed and greed , long- term 

decisions must be given time  and space. 

 

Rivers provide INSPIRATION AND         

CONTEMPLATION . They help us to        

cultivate an attitude of wonder  at          

the beauty of nature all around us. 

Be Aware…. 

Rejoice with Sister Water on 

whom we depend for Life 

 Be conscious of the water you use. 

 Pray for people who transform lives       

by  providing access to safe  water  for        

others . 

 Keep our oceans clean  by cutting      

down on plastics. 

 Be informed on how we can protect     

our local rivers for future  generations .  

 

     We pray for forgiveness   

     for our pollution of  

     this life-giving gift. 

 

 

Brought  to you by the Environmental and                

Social  Justice Group 
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CELEBRATING THE                 

SEASON OF CREATION 

 

We celebrate Earth as a          

sacred planet  filled with           

God’s vibrant presence , 

and unite with all creation in 

praising the God of Creation. 

 

Rejoicing with 

 Sister  

Water  
 

 



What we know of water…….. 

All life that preceded us , starting with 

the earliest life forms, depended on     

water.  

Water helps build human and animal 

communities. 

It shapes the land. 

It shapes politics  and policies. 

It provides beauty, majesty and         

emotional experience . 

It is used in manufacture  of many      

products.  

It cools and warms us. 

Which of these physical benefits is        

especially meaningful for you? 

John O’Donohue allows us to see water  in 

a new way, through human qualities….. 

 

          Let us bless the humility of water, 

          Always willing to take the shape  

          Of whatever otherness holds it. 

                                                                                                  

            The buoyancy of water, 

           Stronger than the deadening 

           Downward drag of gravity. 

 

           The innocence of water  

           Flowing forth, without thought 

           Of what awaits it.  

 

 

Blessed be Water 

Our first Mother ! 

The Grace of Oceans 

The ebb and flow of oceanic tides 

are a metaphor for the rhythms of 

life .Ocean currents are life-giving, 

generating life-cycles round the 

Earth. 

Take time to reflect on the  mysteries    

of the deep: 

The coral reefs  are a home to  myriads of   

marine species … 

Nutrients flow, nourishing small fish and 

great…. 

Home of  the deepest canyons and the      

highest mountains…. 

The largest habitat for life, including the     

oldest living organisms…. 

 

Fresh drinking water is              

indispensable for human life 

and for supporting   terrestrial 

and aquatic ecosystems. 

                        Pope Francis  

The ocean is a world of        
mystery and beauty, of          
fascinating depths and           
spectacular life forms. 

The waters of the ocean are     
ultimately the waters of life     

for all the planet . 


